Video Production Control Software
PTZ cameras • PTX Universal PanTilt Heads • Video Switchers • RUSHDOLLY

USER GUIDE
Robotic cameras are great for many venues where multi-camera TV production is required. These
include meetings, teleconferences, worship services, sporting events, and theatrical productions. They
eliminate the need for multiple operators, and when used with the proper preset controller they
provide accuracy, response and reliability that can equal or exceed the performance of many camera
operators.
RUSHWORKS has been shipping its VDESK multi-camera touch screen production systems with
integrated PTZ camera control for many years. Because our camera control is software driven, our
unique ‘name and save preset’ capability is far more appropriate and versatile than what is provided by
typical hardware controllers. These devices generally allow you to select a camera and press a button to
go to a preset, with shot descriptions often scribbled on pieces of tape or on a separate sheet of paper.
Ctrl+R uses the RUSHWORKS “Classic” preset interface which supports up to eight (8) presets per
camera, with individual camera panels that provide control of pan, tilt and zoom … as well as “software
CCU” control of most camera parameters, including auto-exposure, gain, color balance, etc. These
settings vary from camera to camera, and are generally not available via LANC control of camcorders.
Several unique and powerful capabilities support your ability to put “Cameras In Motion”, significantly
enhancing your overall production value. And the ability to control input selections and transitions on
ATEM production switchers means you can focus on the show, not the switcher.
USER INTERFACE

USB PTZ/PTX MUX & DEMUX CONNECTIONS

The MUX provides 12VDC and serial connections via four RJ45 connectors. Run CAT5 cable to each
PTZ camera and/or PTX Universal PanTilt head and its DEMUX connector, which separates power
and serial at the fixture. The DEMUX options are RS422 or RS422 to RS232.
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Connect any USB joystick to the Windows device for controlling the selected camera. Use it for setting
presets and for manual control of PTZ cameras and/or PTX PanTilt heads.
The typical bundled system includes this 6-button, Hall effect USB joystick. You can
assign the buttons to the configured cameras for quick selection and control.

Using a single touch screen (1920 x 1080) you can display up to ten (10) camera panels – or
up to four (4) camera controls on a 1280 x 768 monitor. You can control a combination of standalone
PTZ cameras and VISCA, Panasonic Remote or LANC-capable camcorders on PTX Universal PanTilt heads.
The PTX Model 1 has a tilt plate width of 3.75”, and is well suited for cameras like the Blackmagic Micro
Studio 4K, and many other models from AJA, Sony, Canon and JVC. The PTX Model 2 has a tilt plate
width of 7.25”, and is appropriate for larger cameras like the Blackmagic Ursa Mini, ARRI, RED, DSLR
bodies, and standard field production camcorders.
Most standalone PTZ cameras – and RUSHWORKS PTX heads – are controlled using serial
(RS232/422/485) or IP connections. They use CAT5 cables with a RUSHWORKS USB MUX that provides
12VDC power and RS422 or RS422-to-232 communications for up to four heads. The MUX connects via
USB to any Windows 7, 8 or 10 device. Ctrl+R is also the perfect complement to any video switcher with
serial or IP control. Connect via IP through a routing switcher, or via serial through the MUX.
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Connecting the Ctrl+R System Hardware Components
Ctrl+R is a software application. The hardware components will include …
(a) Windows OS device (7/8/10) with at least one USB port (customer supplied)
(b) RUSHWORKS MUX or a third party RS422 serial device
(c) Accompanying USB cable (if using a MUX)
(d) One (or more) PTZ cameras/PTX fixtures/RUSHDOLLY
(e) One (or more) cables and/or adapters for “home run” control connections
(f) One video switcher controllable by serial or IP connection
You’ll be using either the four-port MUX box from RUSHWORKS that provides 12VDC power and RS422
serial control over CAT5 to most serial-controlled cameras, a third-party serial communications device,
or an ethernet switch for connecting NDI-capable cameras.
These devices can be the on-board serial port (typically a DB9 connector), multi-port PCI(e) cards
installed in a computer, or USB-to-serial devices with one or more external serial port connections
supported.

1) First, be sure the Ctrl+R software is installed on
the Windows device (7/8/10) you intend to use
to host the application.
After you run the installer you’ll need to be
connected to the Internet to validate the
activation code provided for you in an email.
(You can also run Ctrl+R on a Mac system after
running Boot Camp and installing Windows).

2) Connect the four-port MUX, serial port, multiserial card, or USB-to-serial device to one or more
serial-controlled PTZ cameras using appropriate
serial cables for runs to each of the cameras
(“home runs”).

If you’re using a Windows tablet with limited USB
ports, acquire a USB distribution device such as
the ANKER 4-port USB Hub, or 10-port USB 3.0
Hub and Charger. In this case you’ll need to use a
USB-to-serial device to communicate with serialcontrolled PTZ cameras.
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3) If the cameras are IP controlled you’ll connect
an Ethernet routing switcher to the computer,
and connect to each camera by CAT5 “home
runs” to each camera.

Serial Connections: General Information
Ctrl+R doesn’t currently support RS232 or RS422 “daisy chain” connections, which loop from one
camera to another. The serial control protocol is RS422, which is capable of runs over 3000 feet. If you
need to control just one PTZ camera, you can use an on-board serial connection which is most often a
DB9 connector.

RUSHWORKS provides an accessory that
adapts a DB9 serial port connector to RJ45 so
you can use CAT5 cable from the computer to
the camera.
In some cases the camera may already have
an RJ45 connector for RS422 connections,
such as the Panasonic AW-HE130. No
accessory is needed as long as the pin-out for
the connector on the camera is consistent
with the card and/or device that’s providing
serial connectivity with the computer.
It is important, however, to match the pinouts on the computer serial port and the
camera input connector.

Panasonic AW-HE130 PTZ

Many RS422 compatible cameras have a green
9-pin “Phoenix” connector on the camera
which is used for RS422 connections.

RUSHWORKS also provides another accessory,
an RJ45 to Phoenix adapter, which supports
five-wire connection to the Phoenix connector
on the camera … as well as 12VDC power to
many smaller PTZ cameras with nominal
power requirements. This is called a DEMUX.
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Other PTZ cameras offer different types of
connections – some with only RS232. Ctrl+R
can use this protocol, but only as “home runs”
to each of the cameras, and not using looping
“daisy chain” connections. The DEMUX is a
422-to-232 USB powered in-line converter.
RUSHWORKS offers several serial adapters and
converters specific to camera types.

You can confirm that the serial communication is
configured properly with the software by opening
the Device Manager in Windows …
(Right-click the Computer icon, select Manage,
then select Device Manager)

… then expanding the Ports drop-down.

You should see a device name that corresponds
to the number of serial ports it supports, each
with its corresponding serial PORT number. If you
do not, then the serial device is either not
connected properly, or you should try closing the
Ctrl+R program and reopening it … then checking
again for appropriate information. The
RUSHWORKS MUX appears as four generic USB
Serial Ports, typically with consecutively assigned
COM port numbers.

Note: It’s important to understand that the
Windows OS manages PORT assignments
automatically, so knowing how to look for and
confirm these assignments is very useful in
verifying and managing connectivity with serial
devices.

Simple NDI Connectivity
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Configure: CAMERAS tab
First, enter the Number of Cameras you want to connect to your Windows device using one or more
MUX boxes. The default is 1. If you change the number and click OK you’ll be prompted that Ctrl+R will
close and reopen with the new changes.

To manually select and change any configured camera
Left-click any of the cameras displayed in the CAMERAS
tab list.
1) Select the Manufacturer from the first dropdown.
2) Select the Model number of the camera.
3) Use the Port dropdown to attach the camera to the
next com port in the group of four (usually 3 – 6) created
when you’re connected to the MUX via a USB
connection.
4) Select the Baud Rate for the camera.
5) Confirm or change the Data Bits in the serial protocol
(typically 8).
6) Confirm or change the Parity and Stop Bits numbers
in the serial protocol (typically None and 1).
7) Click the Connect button. In the Camera Status
window you should see Camera is Connected. Follow
the same procedure for all the cameras and fixtures you
have connected, which can include a combination of
standalone PTZ and PTX devices.
NOTE: One of the selectable items in the Manufacturer dropdown list is RUSHWORKS. The Models
available when RUSHWORKS is selected are
• RW-3n1 • RW-510 • RW-950 • PTX
These are all high quality, cost-effective choices available from RUSHWORKS, both individually and
in bundles with the Ctrl+R, VDESK and REMO Integrated Production Systems.
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Configure: JOYSTICK tab
PTZ cameras and PTX heads are best controlled by a USB joystick. Although joystick protocol is universal,
each model may have a different number of buttons and features, all subsets of everything that’s
available.

Connect the joystick before you launch Ctrl+R. You’ll see the Joystick Online indication in green.
The Default Joystick Settings will apply unless you click one of the saved joystick models. Then the
button and function assignments will be loaded. You can modify those at any time and click Apply to
save the changes for that model. The model generally shipped with Ctrl+R is the APEM 6 Button.
In this example, there are four cameras connected, so you can assign each camera to one of the 6
buttons on the joystick. Just click one of the buttons for immediate joystick and preset control of that
camera.

USING THE Ctrl+R SOFTWARE
Presuming the Ctrl+R
application is installed, and
you’ve connected one or
more PTZ cameras using the
RUSHWORKS MUX –
double-click the desktop
icon to launch the program.

There are several different ways to control the PTZ/PTX cameras when you’re creating presets. Using a
USB joystick is preferred. You can also use the on-screen touchpad, and the keyboard keys above the
arrow keys to adjust camera positions.
Joystick and keyboard controls always apply to the currently selected camera (green status indication
bar at the top).
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Naming and Saving a Preset
Use the joystick or touchpad and zoom controls to position the
shot using Pan, Tilt and Zoom - then left-click the preset menu
on the desired preset button on the corresponding camera
window. This will open a context menu for managing presets.

Select Rename and Store Preset … This window will appear in
which you’ll enter a descriptive name for that shot, e.g. MAYOR,
PASTOR, DRUMS, PIANO, etc. Remember: keep the name short
since the name will be mapped onto the preset button.
This is the primary mechanism for naming and saving your presets to your layout.
Now that you’ve named and saved your first preset, follow the
same procedure to name and save up to eight (8) presets per
camera. To select and control any of your configured cameras
just click on (or touch) the desired camera control window, or
click the corresponding number key on the keyboard (1-4 or
greater), or use the four keys at the top of the keypad.
To select any preset, click on/touch a preset button, or use
keypad numbers 1-8 to select the correspondingly positioned
preset, or use the key grouping:
Q W E R (presets 1 – 4 top)
A S D F (presets 5 – 8 bottom)
Available selections in the Preset dialog.
Store Preset
Saves the current camera state to that preset (does not change name)
Rename Preset...
Opens a dialog to edit the name of the preset
Go To Preset
Moves the camera to that preset
Copy Preset...
Copies the name and PTZ position data from that preset
Paste Preset...
Active when you’ve copied a preset from one button to paste onto another
Copy ALL Presets
Copies the name and PTZ position data from ALL the presets for that camera
Paste ALL Presets
Active when you’ve copied ALL presets from another camera
Clear Preset
Clears all data from the preset
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All PTZ camera data is saved to a preset. If Auto is the selection on the individual camera control, then
that camera will be in automatic focus and exposure mode for that preset. If you desire to set focus,
exposure, and white balance manually, click the Manual button to toggle to Manual mode, and make
adjustments using the visible ‘rocker’ switches or click the Advanced button to access and change
additional parameters before you save the preset. All these will be saved to that specific preset as well.
The PTX Universal PanTilt heads communicate with affixed cameras using VISCA, LANC or Panasonic
Remote protocol. VISCA generally supports most of the camera functions like color balance, noise
reduction, etc. But LANC and Panasonic remote controlled devices use ‘one-way’ protocols that do not
provide any feedback as to the current settings of zoom, focus, iris, etc. You can simulate zoom presets
by selecting from the six (6) available zoom level presets as will be explained on the following pages.

Controlling PTZ Camera Settings
(software-based Camera Control Unit (CCU) functions)

Click the camera settings expansion button to display most of the available software controls
provided by the manufacturer’s VISCA or IP protocol interface. The choices are numerous,
letting you determine preset-specific settings that provide a lot of flexibility in production.
When it opens, only the selections available on that particular camera are displayed.
Settings include Exposure, White Balance, Focus, Black Level, Color Gain, Detail (Aperture), Noise
Reduction, Backlight Compensation and more.
These settings vary depending on the manufacturer, but the most commonly used settings are generally
provided by all PTZ camera manufacturers, and apply to both serial and IP cameras.

MAIN MENU: Ctrl+R Layouts and Configuration Options
The vertical menu bar on the right is used to access the program
functions, and for minimizing, maximizing and closing the Ctrl+R
application using the _ and X buttons at the top.
Click the MENU button on the control bar on the right side of the screen
and the menu will display. You can also access this menu by right-clicking
the top bar on any of the displayed camera panels.
Since camera panels and the menu bar can be positioned wherever you
wish, if you click Cleanup Layout the default position of the panels will be
restored.
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Click Dynamic Auto Zoom … to open the DAZ Setup panel. A complete user
overview is available in the last pages of this User Guide.
Click New Layout to open a layout with blank preset buttons (no names or
saved presets).
Select Open Layout and you’ll see the Layouts folder with all saved Layouts.
Double-click the one you want to open, or click once and select Open. You
can create as many different Layouts as you wish. All the camera preset
information stored in each layout will be retained for recall if you’ve created
more than one Layout.
Choose Save Layout or Save As Layout and a Save dialog box will open,
automatically selecting the Layouts folder at the root of your C or D drive. Enter an appropriate
description and click Save.
The default camera names for configured PTZ/PTX cameras are
CAM1-3n1, CAM2-PTX, etc. Click Change Camera to open the
CAMERAS configuration tab and make changes to the current
configuration.
• Click Test and select the Test Cameras option. This is a very useful feature
that you can actually use as a production tool.
• In the Use Cameras section, the number of cameras you currently have
configured appear as checkboxes. Check the ones you want to include in the
Demo. Select the Random or Sequenced radio buttons per your preference.
• In the Use Presets section, select which of the nine presets you want to
include for each camera, also selecting either the Random or Sequenced radio
buttons based on how you want the application to respond.
• In the Delay between selection (secs) entry window, use the up/down
arrows (or enter a number) to set the interval between preset selection.
• Set the Resume After Demo Timeout value using the up/down arrows (or
enter a number). This is useful when you’re running an unattended Demo and
use the joystick or make another keyboard entry … which causes a timeout in
the Demo program to allow you to use the system. This value is used for
detecting NO activity for that amount of time, and automatically resuming the
Demo program.
• Enter a Preset Speed value to control how quickly each preset is reached
after being selected. NOTE: This value does NOT apply to PTX presets.
• Click the Enable Demo Mode checkbox and click OK to enter the Test Demo
mode.
• To stop the Demo Mode, open the Test Cameras window and uncheck the
Enable Demo Mode box and click OK.
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MAIN MENU (cont’d): User Guide and Configure Icons
Click the USER GUIDE icon to open a PDF of the Ctrl+R User Guide.
Click the CONFIG button to open up the camera configuration panel. You’ll use this to make and/or
verify connections between the controlling computer and cameras.

SELECTING AND SAVING ZOOM PRESETS for
LANC and Panasonic Remote-connected Cameras
Cameras with LANC control don’t ‘remember’ zoom levels, so it’s not possible to create absolute zoom
values as you can with standalone PTZ cameras. So we’ve provided six (6) zoom preset levels: WIDE,
four increments, and TIGHT. These generally provide adequate zoom levels for most preset shot
‘blocking’.
When you are configured with a PTX fixture and right-click a preset button, an expanded control
appears … as shown here.
Use a joystick, the touchpad or keyboard shortcuts to frame your unsaved preset (pan and tilt), then
click on any of the preset buttons 1 through 6. When you click the preset number, the lens will zoom to
full wide position (home), and then zoom to the level you’ve selected.
In general, each step represents 20% of the total zoom range from wide to telephoto. This calculation is
based on the number of seconds the particular camera requires to go from full wide to telephoto at full
zoom speed.

Using and Creating a Zoom Profile
for LANC and Panasonic Remote Cameras
Here is an example of how preset zoom positions are both
set and recalled. We’ll use the Canon XA35 as an example.
When you click the LANC Zoom Setup button, the setup
window will appear.

When you click the Camera Model dropdown and select
Canon XA35, the previously determined Zoom Speed, Zoom
Time and Zoom Stop speeds are loaded into the display
windows. If the camera is listed in the dropdown, it means
we’ve tested with the camera and determined approximate
Speeds, Zoom Times and Zoom Steps.
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In this example the lens takes two seconds (:03) … or 3000ms … to zoom from full wide to telephoto
(20x optical). Therefore each of the zoom increments will be 600ms (3000 / 5). So if you select zoom
preset 4, the software will ‘tell’ the lens to zoom full speed for 1800ms (3 x 600ms). As you select other
presets, the increments will be maintained.
However, if the joystick or touchpad is used to zoom the lens at any time after a preset has been
reached, the next time a preset is selected the lens will zoom to full wide position (home) then quickly
move the appropriate increments to the selected preset.

Modifying Existing Zoom Profiles … and Creating New Ones
If you want to modify values associated with existing Cameras in the dropdown list under the LANC
Zoom Setup, you can certainly do so. If anything is changed in any of the four entry fields, the Save
button will become active (highlighted). If you want to Save the changes you’ve made, click the Save
button or click Cancel to close the window without saving.
If the camera you’re using does not appear in the dropdown list, you can use these same parameters to
create and save a new profile. (1) Set the Zoom Speed to 8 (maximum); (2) test and measure how long it
takes to zoom from WIDE to TIGHT on the camera, and enter that value in milliseconds (1000ms = 1
sec); (3) divide that number by five and enter the value in the Zoom Step window. That’s a good starting
point, but by working with the camera and seeing the results using the available six presets you may
want to trim some of the values to give you the results you prefer.
Regardless of the cameras you use, it's a good idea to get multiple angles of shots that will be used most
often so that you can easily switch to another if there is an obstruction. That is accomplished by creating
similar presets on other cameras, so it’s OK to have a preset called MAYOR on more than one camera.
You can also create different ‘framings’ for a target and name them appropriately, e.g. DRUMS CU,
DRUMS WS, etc. Use manual focus or iris if you have certain shots where focus and lighting don’t
produce good results using the default AUTO settings for a preset. Be aware, however, that many LANC
capable camcorders do NOT support iris or focus control, and are limited to zoom control only.
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Configuring and Controlling a Video Routing Switcher

RUSHWORKS Virtual Switcher Control Panel

A video switcher has never created a great production.
It’s a combination of the producer/director’s vision and skills in
blocking and selecting the proper angles and types of shots,
creating an interwoven fabric of camera motion and timing that
becomes the signature and legacy of a professional production.
In general, over 95% of transitions in productions are cuts and
transitions, and dissolves account for the vast majority of
transitions. This is why the addition of Ctrl+R features and
functions, working in concert with your video switcher, is the ideal
marriage for creating dramatically enhanced production value –
regardless of your venue.
We’ve included simple switcher control protocol for the ATEM line from Blackmagic. Other
manufacturer models may be controllable.

Configure: SWITCHERS tab
To select and configure a video switcher …
1) Click the CONFIG button on the vertical menu bar.
2) Click the SWITCHERS tab on the Configure panel.
3) Click the Configure Switcher button.
4) Select the Manufacturer in the dropdown menu …
5) Select the Model in the dropdown menu …
6) Select the Interface (IP or Serial)
7) If you select IP, enter the Address and Port number in the window
8) If you select Serial, select both the Baud Rate and the Port number for the device by choosing from
the available items in the respective dropdown menus.
Click Done, and the selection will appear in in the SWITCHERS tab.
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NOTE: None is the default switcher type. Only after you’ve selected and connected a switcher, selecting
the Manufacturer and Model number, will the virtual switcher control panel appear
on the User Interface.
After you’ve successfully connected, you’ll see the manufacturer and model
number of the switcher on the right of the virtual switcher panel.
To disconnect the switcher, follow the same procedure and select None in the Manufacturer dropdown.

Configuring and Controlling a RUSHDOLLY

Put your camera in motion on the RUSHDOLLY, and introduce the dimension of physical movement into
your camera moves. The interface is included in Ctrl+R, as well as our VDESK/REMO Integrated PTZ/PTX
Production Systems. Dolly moves, integrated with presets and our Dynamic Auto Zoom capabilities, let
you name and save presets, set dolly speed and time between presets, and even create scripts where
the dolly moves between an ordered list of presets with different speed values.
The dolly runs on commonly available aluminum channel, which can be suspended for overhead shots or
configured on the floor.
We’ve added a jog/shuttle control device to make the interface even simpler and more
versatile.
Here is a description of the interface and associated functions:
RUSHDOLLY Manual and Automatic operation are managed using
the small panel. Use the manual control to move the dolly, or
choose a location preset then use the button to begin an "Auto
Motion" sequence.
The location indicator displays the location on the track. The
"Center" button returns the RUSHDOLLY to the center of the track
(requires calibration). A speed slider chooses motion speed for Go
To Location. You can set different speeds for each location preset,
or check Override Preset Speed to temporarily change the speed.

The taller Presets panel shows a list of defined presets and buttons
to add or delete locations, and shift them up or down in the list.

When an item is selected from the list, you can run it, edit it, move
it up or down in the list, or delete it.
The Set button expands the panel to show Settings. The Stop
button stops Calibrate or Auto Motion. "Reset Loc" assigns 0 as
the current location, and also resets diagnostic values (see below).
The Calibrate button moves RUSHDOLLY slowly, to assure things
are working, then visits both ends of the track to measure the
length. Then we reset location 0 to the middle. After calibration,
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we can stop, return to the center, or to the previous location,
according to a Combo Box selection.
When both the Settings and Setup Auto Motion panels are
expanded, the lower-right corner of the panel shows various
diagnostics from the RUSHDOLLY controller.
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